Class: VIII
Subject: BGS
Assalamualaikum
Dear students
Here is your vacation H.W. for all the students of class 7 (Both section)
You need to study the book first and then answer the questions in different chapters.
We are giving you one week time for answering the questions of every chapter/topic.
This means than if you get worksheet of 4 chapters/topics then you’ll finish them in 4
weeks.
Write the answers in your copy and email them (best as scanned pdf) (you may use
CAMSCANNAR App) to your teacher.
For any special need, you may contact your subject teacher through the email/phone.
If you need any phone call, do it by yourself.
You have to email the answers of every chapter/topic in every of the weeks.
Thank You
M.A. Zinnah
Mentor, COSMO SCHOOL
SENIOR SECTION

Contact: (by you only)
Subject Teacher: Zakiya Sultana BGS
zakikeya111@gmail.com
01726713693
01976713693
Nabanita Ghosh: 01712995926

Creative Question:
Chapter-1
1.

Picture-1
a)
b)
c)
d)

picture-2

Who was the first viceroy of India?
Explain Dual Administration.
Identify the reasons behind the famine is reflected in above picture-1.
“India was divided in 1947 on the basis of the riot indicated in above picture-2” Analyze.

2. Incident-1: Abdul Hashem was a powerful land owner of Ruppur Village. He had no son and made his
immature grandson heir of his property. Some relatives in association with neighboring greedy
businessman with the help of foreign merchants dismissed him from the power.
Incident-2:Dipali Ghosh is an educated woman who came from a remote area of ThanchiUpazila. Her
area lagged behind in education. With help of some powerful leader she took steps to expand education
and eradicate some social superstitions.
a) In which year the West Fallieres Accord was signed?
b) Why the British rule in Bengal and India is called colonial rule? Explain.
c) Which historical event of Bengal is reminded by the incident -1 of the stem? Explain.
d) “The positive role of British rule is reflected in incident-2 of the stem”. Analyze.
Chapter-3:
1.The music and literature of the country „A‟ are very famous. Country „B‟ is also famous in music who
ruled country „A‟ so many years. For that reason some music of country ‟B‟ have got mixed with country
„A‟ music.
a) Who wrote Chandimangal?
b) Discuss the characteristics of social change.
c) Which reason of cultural change has been mentioned in the stem? Explain.
d) Does the cultural change occur only for above reason? Give your opinion.

2.
Art
A
B

Elements
Dukul, Potron, Khoumo, Carpash.
Baul, Bhatiali, Bhaoyaiya, Murshidi.

a) Who paved the way for modern Bangla prose?
b) What does terracotta mean?
c) Describe the type of art „A‟ indicated in the above chart.
d) Type „B‟ of the above chart is indicating that “Bangladesh is a land of music forever”. Evaluate.
Chapter-4:
1.

Picture-1
a)
b)
c)
d)

picture-2

When was a Greek cemetery built at TSC of Dhaka University?
What do you meant by „Archaeology‟?
Why the place indicated in picture-1 was once famous as a town? Explain.
“The building indicated in picture-2 was built according to architectural design of the Mughal”.
Give your opinion.

2.Rubayawent to visit the historical place of Dhaka city with her parents during the eid vacation. Her
father told her a story about the queen of Britain when they visited the park located at shadarghat. They
saw a memorial inside the park which was established at British Period.
a) When was the Armanian Church built?
b) What is the importance of museum?
c) Explain the background of setting up the park indicated in the stem.
d) Show the logic that there is more archaeological site inside Dhaka except the park mentioned in the
stem.

Chapter-5:
1.
Medium
A
B

Role in socialization
Develop personal communication, save time and cost
Informative, Educative, Entertaining for all ages people

a) What is mass media?
b) Describe the influence of globalization on socialization.
c) Explain the importance of medium „A‟ indicated in above chart.
d) “Medium „B‟ plays a strong role both in positive and negative ways”. Evaluate.
2.Ramin is a student of class eight who lives with his mother in the city after his father death. He remains
busy with study and play with his friends. He has created an ID in social media taking his friends help
and chat with them. On the other hand his cousin Rajib lives in a village and has not go to school. He
passes most of the time with his family members and plays with his other cousins outside the house.
a) What is socialization?
b) What is meant by Incorporation?
c) Which institution has plays important role in Ramin‟s socialization? Explain.
d) Identify the difference between Ramin‟s and Rajib‟s socialization process.
Chapter-8:
1.In Tokyo suddenly, without any signal the houses started to shake and the whole city was damaged.
Anyone does not get any forecast about this disaster. At present Bangladesh is at the risk of this disaster.
a)
Which one is known as the lungs of the earth?
b)
What are the causes of natural disaster?
c)
Identify the reasons of indicated natural disaster in the stem.
d)
„At the sea, indicated disaster creates another natural disaster‟. Justify the statement.

2.

Picture-1
a)
b)
c)
d)

picture-2

What is CFC?
What is meant by drought?
What is indicated in above picture-1? Explain.
“Picture-1 is the result of picture-2”. Do you agree with this statement? Give your opinion.

Short Questions:
Chapter-1:
1.What is colonial rule?
2. Who arrived in Bengal before the Christian era?
3. Who had exercised their ruling power in Bengal first?
4. In 300 BC which area was the province of Mauryans?
5. After the Maurya rule who take over the rule of India?
6. Who introduced Dual Administration in Bengal?
7. Who occupied a small section of Bengal in 1204?
8. In which period the Muslim rule was expanding throughout Bengal?
9. Iqleem means__?
10. Who established independent sultanate in Bengal and when?
11. When did the independent sultanate of Fakruddin Mubarak shah?
12. In 1538 AD. Who occupied Gaura in northern Bengal?
13. Who was Sheer khan Sur?
14. The reign of which emperor many parts of Bengal come to under the reign of Mughals?
15. Who were baro Bhuiyan?
16. Who was man sing?
17. Who defeated baro Bhuiyan and when?
18. When did Mughal dynasty finally come to an end?
19. A powerful trade revolution started in Europe from which century and why?
20. Who captured the entire trade of India by taking control of the Indian Ocean?
21. Who came first in Bengal from Europe and when?
22. In 3oo BC the northern Bengal known as ____ ?
23. Who were Marwari?
24. What is the meaning of “Dewani”?
25. Write the name of first independent bengalee king in 7th century?
26. Which Bengali kings reigned for almost four hundred years?
27. from where SeenKings were coming?
28. By defeating whom Ikhtiaruddin Muhammad BakhtiarKhiljee had occupied Nadiya?
29. Which agreement was signed among some europian warring nations and when?
30. How much export income of Bengal stood during 1680-83 only from England?
31. “The Dutch sometimes employed 7-8 hundred workers in their silk factory at kashimbazar”__ Who
wrote it in 1666?
32. Who came at Hoogly in 1682 as the governor of the English companies in Bengal?
33. Why British companies incurred great financial loss in 1682?
34. When did the British establish their province over other contesting European powers?
35. What was the relation between Siraj-ud-daula and Alibardi Khan?
36. Who were the opposition party of Siraj-ud-daula?
37. When did British East India Company establish?
38. Where did British East India Company establish a commercial place in 17 century?
39. When did Dutch and French arrive in Bengal?
40. Who made a strong base at chandannagar and chuchura?
41. Which British commanders made most of the internal conflicts during Siraj‟s reign?
42. When did Alibardi Khan die?

43. For which purpose Clive faced the Nawab‟s army in a mango orchard at murshidabad?
44. Why did the Nawab of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa defeated in the battle of plassey?
45. What was happen With Mir Jafar after the killing of Nawab?
46. When did Clive officially get Dewani?
47. Define Dual Administration.
48. Why was a great famine occurred on Bengal in Bengali year 1176?
49. When was “Permanent Settlement” implemented?
50. In English governors, who took steps to expand education, stop early marriage?
51. A mutiny spread in different barracks of British control reign in 1857.What was the name of mutiny
and who led this mutiny in Bengal?
52. After which incident, Indian Rule Act was passed in British Parliament and when?
53. Who was the first viceroy of East India Company?
54. When was the function of the Bengal parliament started?
55. When did the East Bengal get a separate identity?
56. Warren Hasting established Kolkata Madrasa .What is the purpose of establishing this madrasa?
57. In 1906 AD. Which organization was formed in Dhaka?
58. For which reason several clashes occurred between the Hindu and Muslim leaders and among the
general people of the two sects?
59. When did partition of Bengal declare?
60. Who proposed that Bengal would be dividedinto two parts for the sake of exercising good
governance?
61. Basis of which theory India was divided in 1947?
62. Who placed the formula of dividing India in 1940?
63. When was Kolkata University established?
64. When was Sanskrit College established for Hindu?
Chapter-3:
1) What is culture?
2) Culture is divided into how many groups?
3) What do you mean by cultural development?
4) What is cultural change?
5) “Social development causes cultural change, also cultural changes bring about development” explain.
6) What type of change do you think is it to wearsaree along with jeans and tops?
7) Discuss the traits of social change.
8) Explain the culturization.
9) Give an example of cultural absorption.
10) What is span of culture?
11) Which are the cultural ideals of a society?
12) How technology transforms culture and develops it?
13) Give some example of cultural change in Bangladesh?
14) Which elements of culture bring about cultural development?
15) What do you mean by „burn soil work‟?
16) What do you know about „Charjapada‟?
17) Give some examples of ancient Bengali literature.
18) Who composed 6 thousand songs in his twenty year long career?

19. Where from the melody of our national anthem has borrowed?
20. When did The Bengali Prose begin?
Chapter-4:
1. What do you mean by Archeological resource?
2. In which district is the place of zamindar Tahjhat situated?
3. Which house of panam city was covered into folk cultural museum?
4. What is another name of 'Victoria Park'?
5. Why were canals dug around the panam city?
6. Where is the place of Dighaptiya Zamindar?
7. Which church is the oldest church in Dhaka?
8. Which period is known as colonial age?
9. Write two name of architectural site built outside of Dhaka.
10. In which way museum has the similarity with archeological items?
11. Which memorial was built in memory of the hanged soldiers?
12. Where is the folk culture museum?
13The Mosque of Dhaka was built according to which pattern?
14. Name two mosque of sutrapur built in 19th century.
15. How did the Imam Bara HossainneeDalan damage?
16. Where was the oldest church of Dhaka established?
17. Which history is related to the name of AntagharMaydan?
18. Where is Bahdur Shah Park Located?
19. Who named this park__ Victoria Park?
20. A memorial was built at this park in memory of the hanged soilders.When was the memorial built?
21. Who was the last Mughal emperor of India?
22. During which reign Curzon Hall was built?
23. In which bank of river is Ahsan Manjil situated?
24. What was the capital of Bengal during the sultani period?
25. during which century, many of the rich businessmen selected the panam area of sonargaon as their
dwelling place.
26. Why did the inhabitants of panam dig canals on all sides of the buildings?
27. Where is Shoshi Lodge situated and who built it?
28. Which building is now known as “Uttara Gono Bhaban”?
29. What type of idea can we get from visiting museums?
30. Who used dress and goods made of ivory those are kept in our national museum?
31. Which resources have kept in archive of Ahsan Manjil?
32. In which museum have compass clock, weaving machine, statue made in Italy etc. been kept?
33. Which resource has been preserved in the palace of zamindar of Tahjat at Rangpur?
34. Where is Kuthi Bari of Rabindranath Tagore?

Chapter-5:
1.What is socialization?
2. Which is the main agency of socialization?
3. What is the main media for mass education?

5. By which means we can exchange letters and information with abroad with in a very short time and
less expense?
6. Which institution plays most powerful role in the cities?
7. To develop cultural insight among mass people by which media?
8. Whichare the elements of local society?
9. What is the elaboration of the E-commerce?
10. What is the elaboration of E-mail?
11. What is the main media for mass education?
12. By which institution of socialization children can develop their leadership?
13. What is the main factor of Suggestion?
14. By which technology we can exchange letters and information with abroad with in a very short time
and less expense?
15. Which institution plays most powerful role in the cities?
16. To develop cultural insight among mass people by which media?
17. Whichare the elements of local society?
18. Write a negative impact of Cinema in individual socialization.
19. Define Globalization.
20. How has the world become a global village?
21. What is mass media?
Chapter-8:
1) What is the closest layer of the earth?
2) Write the elaboration form of HCFC.
3) Which are the lungs of the earth?
4) In which year a huge Tsunami hit the north-east area of Japan?
5) Which disaster takes place at forests in many countries because of immense hit?
6) In which region Bangladesh is situated?
7) How much area of our country is inundated by flood water every year?
8) What is increasing by tidal waves in inland water which kill fish?
9) From which disaster we do not get any forecast?
10) Which part of our country faces draught?
11) What is called the greenhouse gas?
12) Define Earthquake.
13) What is natural disaster?
14) Why are the developed countries liable for greenhouse effect?
15) What is the main reason of climatic change?
16) Define Landslide.
17) What are the sources of Fire in rural and urban areas?
18) Which areas are the earthquake prone zones of Bangladesh?
19) Write two reasons of Tsunami.
20) Why the agricultural lands are losing fertility in the coastal areas?

